ColdChainView
Cold chain compliance

Real-time monitoring, control and management of food, pharmaceuticals and other temperature-controlled assets moving along the cold chain

ColdChainView significantly improves visibility of end-to-end refrigerated transport operations. Along with ORBCOMM’s Euroscan temperature recorders, ColdChainView enables temperature monitoring and control, regulatory compliance, fuel management, position tracking, real-time alerts and more.

Regulatory compliance
ORBCOMM’s ColdChainView meets some of the highest regulatory standards set by the food and pharmaceutical industry with certification to EN12830, HACCP, and GAMP5. Historical data is securely stored by the application and can be easily accessed for reliable proof of compliance.

Real-Time Alerts
Generate real-time alerts via email and/or text message when issues occur—a reefer’s temperature deviates from the set point, a door opens at unauthorized times, an asset changes course, a reefer unit is turned off and more.

Total Control
Update system configuration and firmware versions remotely. Quickly define and apply settings profiles to specific units or fleets. Turn a unit on or off, lock or unlock doors and adjust a reefer’s temperature directly from the application. Customize labels for customers, manage POI’s and provide end users with a shipment live tracking link without the need for dedicated credentials.

Advanced Reporting
View asset status summaries for a quick fleet overview. The asset details page has comprehensive information on temperature readings, sensor status, fuel and battery levels, door status, last recorded location and active alarms. Run temperature graphs, see assets on a map and create and manage Points of Interest. Get reports on engine hours to enable preventative maintenance.

Exception Management
Follow a convenient step-by-step wizard to create exceptions and receive alarms when set thresholds are reached or surpassed—temperature alarms, lock confirmations, reefer state, and more. Receive exception notifications during a specific timeframe and configure preferred alert delivery methods—text, email or both.
ColdChainView On the Go
The ORBCOMM mobile app makes it possible for you to manage refrigerated assets on the go. Track the location of assets in real-time, monitor and control asset temperature, view temperature graphs, run detailed reports and more, all from the palm of your hand.
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ORBCOMM Inc. (Nasdaq: ORBC) is a leading global provider of Machine-to-Machine (M2M) communication solutions and the only commercial satellite network dedicated to M2M. ORBCOMM's unique combination of global satellite, cellular and dual-mode network connectivity, hardware, web reporting applications and software is the M2M industry's most complete service offering. Our solutions are designed to remotely track, monitor, and control fixed and mobile assets in core vertical markets including transportation & distribution, heavy equipment, industrial fixed assets, oil & gas, maritime and government.

CONNECTING THE WORLD’S ASSETS